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John Raven is Boyd Baxter
Professor of Biology at the
University of Dundee. He studied
botany at the University of
Cambridge, and stayed on for a
PhD in plant biophysics with an
exceptionally insightful scientist
and mentor, Professor Enid
MacRobbie. His research at
Dundee is centred on how
organisms acquire and manipulate
resources from their environment
with particular emphasis on
photosynthetic organisms, with
forays into such areas as palaeo-
ecophysiology and astrobiology.
He has written two books, the
more successful of which had
Paul Falkowski as (senior) co-
author.
What turned you on to biology
in the first place? My
retrospectroscope reports that
growing up and working on a farm
had a major role in interesting me
in biology. However, aviation was
a strong competitor; the farm in
East Anglia was surrounded by
airfields in the days just after
World War Two. I certainly had an
exceptional plant-oriented biology
teacher, Ken Plant (sic) toward the
end of my school career. Any
lingering thoughts of becoming a
chemist were removed by a car
accident (my fault!) just before the
start of my second undergraduate
year: invertebrate zoology seemed
(and was) easier to learn from
hospital than was advanced
chemistry, eliminating chemistry
as my final year subject.
And what attracted you to plant
biology in particular? As a
somewhat contrary individual I
eschewed the overt: I was
attracted to questions such as
‘Why is the Earth green?’ I wanted
to know more about how algae
and plants use light absorbed by
chlorophyll to energize oxygen
evolution, carbon dioxide
reduction and, especially, other
energy-requiring reactions. I also
wondered how ‘stupid’ algae andplants could maintain significant
biomasses in the face of parasites
and, especially, ‘smart’ grazing
animals. These interests were
fostered by my school biology
teacher and, at university, by such
charismatic individuals as the late
E.J.H. Corner, the noted tropical
botanist and mycologist. I was
particularly attracted to the more
quantitative aspects of plant
sciences, which is why I was keen
to carry out research with Enid
MacRobbie. Her encouragement
to a less than completely
numerate graduate student was
invaluable. Also very useful was
her guidance when Andrew Smith
(now at the University of Adelaide)
started to examine the transport
of inorganic carbon species in
algal photosynthesis, and then I
followed up and extended his
work. After moving to Dundee, my
research on algal energetics and
on on algal and plant acid-base
regulation was encouraged by the
young head of department, Bill
Stewart, who went on to become
Chief Scientific Advisor to the UK
government. I have never
regretted my decision to carry out
research on photosynthetic
organisms.
Do you have a scientific hero?
Charles Darwin. I hope I do not
need to say more.
What is the biggest challenge
to biology? Following from my
previous answer, science is about
evidence and debate, not edict
and dogma. It is essential that the
scientific discussion of
evolution/creation is carried on in
evidence-based rather than faith-
based terms, but with a sound
philosophical background. Daniel
Dennett’s book ‘Darwin’s
Dangerous Idea’ is an excellent
example of how to use evidence in
this context.
Have you any views on the
relationship between research
and teaching? My experience is
that my undergraduate teaching
has significantly benefited from
my research activity. Equally
important is that teaching has
informed my research, by
encouraging me to take the view
of a smart but uninformed studentin devising a lecture or a practical
exercise, and as a result of
conversations with these same
smart and (increasingly, I hope)
informed students. Perhaps these
beneficial interactions have been
particularly useful to me in view of
my wide research interests: the
breadth of these interests may
have in part been nurtured by my
teaching experiences.
If you knew earlier on what you
now know, would you still have
pursued the same career path?
Yes; no regrets. I have found great
fulfilment in science, and I am
deeply grateful to those who have
encouraged me, worked with me,
and tolerated my wilful pursuit of a
diverse range of research
interests. Of course, over my
research career I have become
increasingly aware of my scientific
shortcomings, and I have not
completely overcome or
compensated for them. To that
extent I feel that I have let science
down, for example by not making
more connections which were
retrospectively obvious, and by
doing the experiments that I felt
methodologically and
conceptually most comfortable
with, rather than what would be
the most critical test — the
attempted ‘Popperian falsification’
— of a hypothesis. But I cannot
claim that this has caused a major
delay in increasing understanding
in my areas of science! Science
could, by definition, not let me
down: the processes of testing will
show where my interpretations
have been closer to what is
subsequently held to be reality,
and where I have been off-beam.
Then there will be my
‘contributions’ that are deemed to
be so trivial that no-one bothers to
see if they accord with later
perceptions of reality!
Do you have comments on the
peer review system? To
paraphrase a comment on
democracy attributed to the late
Winston Churchill, peer review is
the worst method of assessing
science, except for all of the other
methods that have been tried.
What are your views on ‘open
access’ publishing? In principle,
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Orchids are very well recorded in
countries with many experts, so
the confirmation of a new
species in Britain has been met
with delight.
A new book, Britain’s Orchids,
by David Lang, describing the 50
or so native species in the
country, includes a listing for the
Lindisfarne helleborine (Epipactis
sancta) which grows only in a
patch of sand dunes on Holy
Island, off the coast of north-east
England.
These orchids were thought to
members of the dune orchid
(Epipactis dunensis) species, but
minor morphological differences
had hinted at something unusual
in this isolated population. New
DNA studies confirm that the
Lindisfarne helleborine is
sufficiently distinct from the dune
helleborine to deserve the new
species name and many
enthusiasts have been flocking to
see the tiny population of around
270 specimens this summer.
Distinct: The dune orchid has an island relative. (Peter Wakely, English Nature).
Surprise new orchid revealed
yes, it could have advantages.
From a personal point of view, a
strict application of ‘author pays’
would have significantly altered my
career. Many of my more influential
papers were not based on
externally funded research, so they
could not have readily been
published on a rigid ‘author pays’
basis. An example is my
contribution (with independent,
complementary work of Philip
Rubery and Rupert Sheldrake) to
suggesting the chemiosmotic
hypothesis of polar transport of
indole acetic acid in plant axes.
Presumably the argument that
open access is desirable for
publications based on publicly
funded research applies equally to
a scientist whose salary is paid
from sources such as (in my cases)
the Scottish Higher Education
Funding Council and student fees
when publishing work not resulting
from external research funding.
There would have to be some
mechanism for supporting
publications based on ‘unfunded’
work, such as that leading to many
models and syntheses.
What is your greatest research
ambition? I would like to
contribute to improving the
integration of understanding of
the functioning of organisms, and
of their interactions with the
environment across large ranges
of time and space. This would
help in making post-genomic
information more relevant to
investigating environmental
issues, and suggesting to those
working at the molecular-to-
cellular levels the most
appropriate ways to address
problems in Earth Systems
Science. Life has survived many
rapid and large amplitude
environmental changes over
billions of years, but we should
not be complacent about the
biological effects of current
anthropogenic influences on the
environment. At the most selfish
level, we depend on the continued
provision of ‘ecosystem services’
for our quality of life.
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